
Now at a CADC 

near you!

You’ll search, you’ll filter,

you’ll find the awful truth

Are you ready for...
➔ 1 year after the end of the semester 

data are taken in, they become publicly 
available to the world at CADC.

➔ Other scientists can now make use of 
the data.

It's the data!

Its come back to life! 

Run for your papers!



Please Reset your CADC password if required!



The JCMT Science Archive at CADC



The JCMT Science archive at CADC
Hosted by CADC, and accessible alongside many other telescope archives.

Calibration data (project=JCMTCAL): Public as soon as it is taken.

Project data: Public 1 year after the end of the semester the data were taken in.

Engineering data: Not routinely ever public, although some is released when 
appropriate.

Web interface: large number of search options, plus after searching can filter.

TAP interface: programmatically search on any metadata in their database.



Raw DATA
Raw data: uploaded to CADC as it is taken, usually available in less than 24 hours.

Stored in our Starlink NDF files (.sdf file extension)

Raw ‘timeseries’ data: writes out instrument values at each point in time.

Information about telescope position in sky is stored in the JCMTSTATE extension.

If you need to access: use SMURF jcmtstate2cat tool to turn into a TST file that can 
be viewed with TOPCAT.

Either grid as part of our our ORAC-DR science pipelines, or directly grid into 
RA-dec (and frequency/velocity) using SMURF makemap or makecube



Reduced Data
Heterodyne and SCUBA-2 data are run through our science pipeline the day after 
they are taken.

These automatically reduced products are then immediately uploaded to the archive 
and available to download (with permissions)

Includes preview images of the data.

Aim is to produce science quality/near science quality results.



Reduced Data



CANFAR
CADC is part of CANFAR

CANFAR also provides data storage (VOspace) and virtual machine processing 
(OpenStack)

https://www.canfar.net/en/

https://www.canfar.net/en/docs/quick_start/

JCMT users can use this either to distribute data (VOspace) or can request 
processing resources. These include SCUBA-2/POL-2 capable machines.

https://www.canfar.net/en/


JCMT 850um Legacy Release
Originally pushed to archive in 2016

Re-reduction of public 850um SCUBA-2 data onto a standardised HEALPix all sky 
grid using a single recipe and configuration file.

Coadding of all science data that make manual QA (i.e. looked reasonable)

Automatic detection and catalog creation for detected emission.

Just finished our update: 10 years of JCMT 850um SCUBA-2 data. Individual 
reduced observations are already in the archive, coadds and catalogs almost read to 
be updated.

Paper draft about to be submitted.



Data included in this release:
Reduced all calibration, science 
and pointing 850um 
observations from Feb 2nd 2011 
to Aug 1st 2020

Excluded pointing observations 
and observations that did not 
meet a by-eye QA check.



Location and relative noise of all Coadds:



CRL618: zoom in on faint background sources



G34.3 (Tile30318) Emission map and Noise map





The deepest map: Tile 27258 


